Local SEO:
Winning Top
Google Search
Rankings For Your
Practice

We work with practices to build their local
presence using local SEO best practices
and reputation management to build longlasting relationships with your patients.
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Modern Marketing Landscape

Local marketing has changed

current patients
future patients.
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Local SEO

What is Local SEO?

Basically, local SEO is a strategic process that focuses
on emphasizing the optimization efforts of local brickand-mortar businesses.

Why is local search important?
• 50% of people who did a local search on their phone
went to a physical store within one day.
• 34% who did their search on a computer did the same.
• 18% of local mobile searches lead to a sale within a
day.
• 60% of US adults conduct searches for local services
or product information on tablets and smartphones.
• 50% of local searchers on their mobile phones are
looking for things like a local business.
• 78% of local-based searches on a mobile device end in
purchases being made offline.
• 71% of people who have been surveyed have said they
search for the location of a business in order to
confirm its existence before going there for a first-time
visit.
• 1 in 3 searches on a smartphone was conducted just
before arriving at a store.

Top Factors in Local Search Ranking
1. Mobile Friendly Website Table Stakes

(Site speed needs to be fast, secure and mobile responsive)

2. Google My Business Signals 25.12%

(Proximity, proper categories, keyword in business title, completeness)

3. Link Signals 16.53%

(Inbound anchor text, linking domain authority, linking domain quantity)

4. Review Signals 15.44%

(Review quantity, review velocity, review diversity)

5. On-Page Signals 13.82%

(Presence of NAP, keywords in titles and descriptions, domain authority, H1’s, alt text)

Source: https://moz.com/local-search-ranking-factors

Top Factors in Local Search Ranking
6. Citation Signals (NAP) 10.82%
(IYP/aggregator NAP consistency, citation volume, rich snippets

7. Behavioral Signals 9.56%

(Click-through rate, mobile clicks to call, check-ins)

8. Personalization 5.88%

(Ex: New user A sees a different, personalized version of the homepage than returning user B)

9. Social Signals 2.82%
(Google engagement, Facebook engagement, Twitter engagement)

10. Website Content Googles’ Algorithm favors “fresh” content
(Search engines love timely, up-to-date, “fresh” information)

Source: https://moz.com/local-search-ranking-factors
https://searchengineland.com/guide/seo/content-searchengine-ranking

Google “Local Pack” Search
The "Local Pack" Search is typically
the ﬁrst set of results that Google
displays when people type in a "local
search," which means a search for a
business, product or services that
includes a speciﬁc location, or a term
like "near me."
This is usually the default view for
searches on mobile devices.
Because Google shows only the top 3
business results in the list, being one
of those 3 provides a signiﬁcant
boost to search traﬃc and local name
recognition

“Local Finder”Search
This is the complete list of local
results that appears when the "More
places" link at the bottom of a local
pack is clicked.

Marketing Today = Mobile
Patients today spend increasing amounts
of time on their mobile devices. A recent
study of all health-related searches found
that 68% are completed on a mobile
device.
§ Mobile search volume now exceed
desktop searches.
§ Localized “near me” searches have
doubled year over year.
§ Page 1 on Mobile Google searches has
downsized!

Source: https://hitwise.connexity.com/rs/371-PLE119/images/hitwise-mobile-search-report-us.pdf
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Local SEO Tips & Best Practices

1. Make sure your website is optimized
For Speed: One of the key Google ranks factors is user experience.
One of the ways Google defines user experience is how fast your
website loads onto the desktop and mobile device. Google provides
a Google Page speed Insights to see how your site performs. It is
one of the first thing Clinic builder reviews when performing an
audit: https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
For Security: One of Googles ranking factors is how secure your
site is. If a site does not have an SSL certificate, Google Chrome
will warn that a site is not secure. Hubspot found that 82% of
consumers surveyed will leave a site that is not secure.
For Mobile Responsive: Google prefers responsive
design over websites that have a separate designated
site for both desktop and mobile users.
In many ways, responsive design makes
Google’s life a lot easier.

https://

2. Claim and optimize your
Google My Business (GMB) profile
GMB is the yellow page listings of the internet.
Google is also the king of all review sites.

57% of all customer reviews written in
2018 were posted on Google.
Google My Business is the #1 factor in
determining your search ranking, meaning that
claiming this proﬁle and optimizing it has the
biggest overall impact on a business’ search
ranking.

How to claim your business on Google

1
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Find your business
on Google

Conﬁrm your
information

Verify your
information

Get a custom Google My Business short link
Your custom Google Short Link is
easy way for customers to search,
ﬁnd, and share your business.
Add your short link by logging in to
your Google My Business dashboard
and selecting the “Info” tab. There
will be a new section labeled “Proﬁle
short name”.

3. Optimize inbound links

Inbound anchor text:

3 most important factors in Links to
help improve local search ranking:

Make sure your links use local search keywords, ex:
“orthopedic surgeon in raleigh nc”

1.

Inbound anchor text

2.

linking domain authority

3.

linking domain quantity

The html to use is:
<a href="https://www.yourwebsite.com">orthopedic
surgeon in raleigh nc</a>

linking domain authority
You want links like the above on websites which rank
well for related terms, for example:
Sites that rank for “Orthopedic surgeons”, “Orthopedic
surgery”, or “Orthopedic surgeons raleigh”, ex:
§
§
§
§
§

Ratemds.com
Healthgrades.com
Newsobserver.com (local newspapers)
ortho-surgeon.com/blog/ (related blogs)
Dukehealth.org (or your alma mater)

4. Increase your online reviews
Online reviews are the 3rd most inﬂuential
factor in local ranking factors!
They signal 15.4% of how Google and other search
engines rank (200+ factors). Google looks at the
following factors when determining how much
effect your reviews will have on your search
ranking:

§
§
§
§

Review Rating
Review Quantity
Review Velocity
Review Diversity

2018 Moz Local Search Engine Factors

Focus on review sites your customers see

§
§
§
§

These are indexed by search engines
Identify industry-specific review sites
Customers visiting these sites are further
Along the path to purchase…
Is your business there to convert?

https://birdeye.com/review-sites/

Additional Review Signals
1. Quantity of 3rd party sites & reviews
Some review sites & reviewers have greater authority than others

2. Volume of testimonials in reviews
The reviews used in rich snippet–these are the star ratings
That show up beside your business in search results

3. Quantity of Google Map Reviews
Reviews posted on Google Maps

4. Respond to reviewers' comments
Respond to all patient reviews thanking them or commenting
on issues

5. Relevant keywords
Use keyword in your response to reviewers’ comments

Reviews: What the SEO Experts Say

Andy Monte, Directive Consulting:
“If I only had to focus on ONE area of local search, it would be to focus
on reviews. Google seems to be adding more value and authority to
factors that aren't in our control such as links, reviews, and user
engagement metrics. Of those three areas, reviews are not only a major
ranking factor, but can also affect overall user experience, click
through rate, and can reflect the company's marketing/customer
service strategy as a whole versus just looking at their digital efforts.”

Reviews: What the SEO Experts Say
Blake Denman, RicketyRoo Inc.:
“Reviews vs. GMB: You can have everything filled out, great photos &
videos, but if the reviews on the GMB listing are overwhelmingly
negative, then you're SOL.
Reviews vs. On-site: In most of the industries we work with (across
the board, really), people do research before purchasing a product or
service. If your overall review "portfolio" is a dumpster fire, well, your
on-site is moot.
Reviews vs. Links: You can't build enough quality links to outrank a
sh*tty reputation.
Reviews vs. Behavioral: If your review "portfolio" is inherently negative,
the behavior is already set.”

Reviews: What the SEO Experts Say
Carrie Hill, Ignitor Digital Marketing, Inc.:
I think I'd worry about reviews if I had to pick only ONE thing - because
the byproduct of a really great review profile is happy return
customers, WOM traffic, unstructured and structured
citations/mentions on 3rd party review sites that usually have pretty
high domain authority, and getting a complete GMB listing is a one-off
that I'd hope would be done anyway—even if it's not sticking to your
ONE area requirement

Dev Basu, Powered By Search:
We've always believed that review velocity is a defensible moat for
any of the enterprise clients we work with. It's very hard for
competitors to catch up to a brand that has made getting reviews in
an above-board manner a top priority.

Reviews: What the SEO Experts Say
Phil Rozek, Local Visibility System, LLC:
Reviews are the one part of local SEO you can never exhaust or see
diminishing returns on. They’re the one part of your marketing you can
always improve, and where you’re never “good enough.” Your GMB,
citation, and on-site work taper off after a while. Strictly in terms of big
dumb rankings, links matter more than reviews do. However, with links
you only need to do better than your competitors—links won’t pay your
bills. No customer ever picked a business because of its links.

5. Optimize on-page SEO
The 4 most important factors of on page SEO (which help
improve ranking)
1. Keyword in title tag: The title meta tag is one of the
strongest relevancy signals for a search engine. The tag
itself is meant to give an accurate description of the pages
content. Search engines use it to display the main title of a
search result. Including a keyword in it will indicate to search
engine what to rank the page for.
2. Keyword in meta descriptions: The meta description tag is
also strong a relevancy signal. It is also crucial for gaining
user clicks from search results pages. Including the keyword
in it makes it more relevant to a search engine and a
searcher
3. Keyword in H1’s: H1 tag is yet another relevance factor,
serving as a description of the pages content.
4. Using keyword in page copy: Using the keyword in the copy
sends a relevancy signal of what the content is about. How
you place it, is key.

6. Ensure consistent citations & NAP (name, address, phone)

NAP accounts for 13% of how Google
and other search engines rank local
search results
There a 100+ places your business can be
listed. You want to make sure that you are
consistently represented in all listing
throughout the internet, so search engines
have no question on who you are
or where you are located.

9. Leverage user generated content
& keywords in social media and your
website
Reviews equal a steady flow of fresh,
organic dynamic content across
a variety of mediums
The reviews you receive on Google can be
pushed to Facebook where they are
counted as fresh content and can be likes.

Display testimonials on
your website
Let your customers be your best
marketers
§ A customer quote can serve as an
authentic form of marketing
§ A live review feed can show real
customer opinions from all over the
internet and update automatically.
§ Google looks at this as new original
content which help improve your
overall ranking

Enable Google seller ratings for ads
Add star ratings in your AdWords
campaigns to stand out from the
competition and add social proof to
your ad.
Google reports a 17% avg. increase
in SEM conversion (CTR).
These ads also result in higher quality
leads.
Note: Google requires that you have
over 100 reviews for this feature to be
activated.
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Other Beneﬁts of
Clinic Builder marketing
solutions

Review Management Dashboard
Monitor & Respond to all your reviews
from all sites in real-time w/alerts, all in
one dashboard
Get new reviews automatically via SMS
& Email Requests at critical touchpoints
Promote your reviews on your website,
social & 200+ consumer sites indexed by
search engines
Discover topics & insights that are
driving customer sentiment

Integrations
Clinic Builder can seamlessly sync
with your customer list
Customized timing, branding &
content
Automatically sends review requests
to your customers based on
predeﬁned triggers:
§ Consultation/Appointment
§ Completed Service/Visit
§ Paid Invoice Statement

Find out More

See how Clinic Builder can help your
business win top Google search ranking,
get new reviews and get new customers.
www.clinicbuilder.com

